
 ► Donghai Airlines is a full-service carrier headquartered 
in Shenzhen, Guangdong, China, with its base at 
Shenzhen Bao’an International Airport.  

 ► A subsidiary of the East Pacific Group, the airline was 
established in 2002, providing cargo and corporate jet 
services. 

 ► In December 2013, the carrier received approval to 
provide scheduled passenger services and in March 
2014 commenced domestic services from its hub in 
Shenzhen Bao’an International Airport to the cities of 
Nigbo and Dalian. Donghai plans to roll-out further 
domestic services as well as introduce international 
services to regional centres such as Hong Kong and Ho 
Chi Minh.  

 ► The carrier operates a fleet of Bombardier Challenger 
business jets for corporate services and Boeing 737-800 
equipment for its regular passenger services with an 
average age of less than 2.5 years. Donghai Airlines 
has won safety rewards from CAAC (Civil Aviation 
Administration of China) for eight years. 
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DARWIN TO 
SHENZHEN SERVICE

 ► On 30 May 2018 Darwin will welcome a new direct 
airline  service by Donghai Airlines. 

 ► The distance from Darwin to Shenzhen is 4246kms, with 
a flight duration of 5h 28min. 

 ► The airline will operate two direct flights per week 
between Shenzhen and Darwin with a Boeing 737-800 
aircraft. 

 ► The service will offer both business and economy class 
seats. 

 ► New air link will create over 35,000 airline seats, with a 
forecasted $32 million increase in visitor expenditure 

►    Funding boost for SMART tourism marketing will ensure 
the NT is promoted as a leisure and business events 
destination in China to attract more Chinese visitors. 

 ► Shenzhen is within close proximity to Hong Kong, 
approx. one hour by bus, train or ferry. 

► F    or  all Darwin route enquiries call 1800 905 614. 
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